Dear Kid,

What a hell of a mess
this American has made of so
many people's lives — the month
feels as though it had been
all to be found in Vietnam
but then one finds every-
where. Perhaps the lucky ones
are those who have suffered
physical injury.

Your letter of 27th was waiting
for me when I got back from
Wellington a couple of days ago — you
have certainly been having your troubles.
I hope whatever decision you come
to, it will be the right one for you —
and particularly for you — such decisions
are not easy to make at any time —
and in a foreign environment. How are
you coping with Vuddy — or has France
made the taken over in their department.
He has written to the U.S. that he was most optimistic that one day soon Ed will be on the other end of the phone — from either London or London she is even talking of taking a trip over there, when things settle down. His father doesn’t say very much — I think doesn’t phone his prep at weekends — I only speak them last his statement — so that I am totally wrong in my previous view.

He only knew no communication with the U.K. dept. of Channel Islands from 30th Nov to 1st Dec. He said they had no outfit and were in need of them. They would see them sorted for Ed would be remembered. By them to the U.S. — but of course the U.S. must acknowledge the existence of Ed — his phone was if he was alive or dead. This came from them done by the U.S. Embassy & as it was the same old story I didn’t take much notice & now I am trying to phone around U.S. to find Warwick, to find if I can make sure I have the right straight — to find one which
agency to do something when he wrote the Home Office if they have had any word of the Shipton. One of the local parties is looking for the address for me - I wonder if anyone else has thought of Shipton.

As the year recognizes the UNR is a matter of waiting to see if they are going to recognize UNR to see how long they are going to be the Government.

I haven't heard from Paul in the two weeks I have been away, so I am not sure if anyone knows what the UNR is going to be doing. I can't see that they can just drop suspensions - but they may be able to. If they can, I would have thought they would want to make contact with the new government and work out policy regarding suspension or going to be.

If they do not want suspension to continue in their previous capacity, or not. Have a joint hope - very joint interest of UNR continues and even if they (the UNR) doesn't want Americans - they figure
Mr. — I'd enclose his address — at least his address — as I had not found anything to date. He was said to be stationed in France. He may have been directed on another and seems to be settling down.

Well — well he came out of China with the rest of his company. He said he had been to thence. He said what he could & then went on back to Thailand. He was supposed to go on down to Singapore or from there to B.C. — but — he went back with the rest of the group. It was reported he had been evacuated to Greece, but no one had heard anything of him since then. Except that evacuation — no one knew where he is. Officially he is on leave — but there is no 100% concern that he might have stayed in London — the last but is not for B.C. Publication.

I had a letter from Jean Taylor — from the Embassy & which took 6 weeks to reach me — so that stage also took the effort of a jet or Pernam Field — I got airmail & hand written
Where she is now. All my plans—Wellington & Christchurch—It was
Victoria—talk.

I thought by the end of May I
would feel like starting work
but I proved the thought!!
I fully have a lot of writing to
do around the country & it might
be a few weeks before I turn
my hand to anything—ni the
meantime the bank balance
gets smaller & smaller!! If
there is no way to go back then
next year I think I shall try my
hand at medical school—but
possibly Wellington or try to do
some university work as well
though how the old brain has
stood up doing four nights a
week I don't know. I could get a
scholarship or pension—but
would prefer to do it extra
murally so I don't want to see
this loan for years 5 years.
For the immediate future—well I
will try—with kate Miller (ex S.G.
Dai Alon) to see how things go
getting job on chamber maid do in like mi Ojejumfant - a picnic resort, but from the message I got from her last week itself is no go. QT. seems to worry ... Australian - bone drug addict.

At present, I am training - acting while my heart is Boston in town on an holiday - didn't know till now, but how much food a training day could consume in any 24 hour period. Daily I read the "adventures recent" column in the paper or am trying to think that what have to admit, imagining myself as a "tea lady" - on a lady cleaner. - The only job for a "fight house" ladies applicant. - But always seem to be in places where there are no light houses. NR. has its unemployment too.

My writing gets worse - worse. But no because I am
In glad that Haggis got home to
brought - I presumed that Harry was also,
and that their relatives present
are the main reason John
could have his problems, when he gets
in the state. - or Henry - did he
hear any positive word of his wife?
Can't Johnny move in Penny
a short while ago - she had written
from them to one of the New York newspapers
I was much relieved to know that the move out.

After about 3 weeks of cleaning &
parking - I was giving more & more
besides about the whole process &
thought I saw gaining around the
street - as I took off for Shortcheka
& Wellington - the
amazing their most
of the old U.S. Navy hands, that came
more also in the same state - which
made me feel a whole lot better.

Came to stay with Ed's folks
- a very charming couple - his name
has been writing to him from a
week, but he hasn't had any reply
to any of the letters from her this
Having too much chess—D.T. has become a very sore aching cavity coming in the last few years—Search etc., is beyond my means, might more.

The old sight of doing a clean head.

From Spragg—Shiff's address c/o 139 Dixon St. Wellington.

Bennett's c/o 10 Duoro St.  
Newtown  
Wellington

Both Tam's name with the pleased to hear from you.

My efforts last night to find Enrico's didn't meet with much success—So that some very wise chat!! This morning I have sent a telegram to hope that it will catch up with him please when—said let you know the outcome.

If you should be in touch
with King could you ask him if he knows the name of the publisher of the book "The Backing Deer" — the author is, I think, Jonathan kimber. it was the one he gave to that Day & I had just started to read it when we came out — have just be asked it down here & can do nothing till I get the name of the publisher — it is a canadian outfit, I think. Very much.

Here off now to do the weekend maintenance — this housekeeping keeps everyone out that it is crowded up to be!

Best wishes — and be awesome for me.

Harrison